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May is a fabric exchange!
Hi EVQ members lets make some wild and crazy friendships
with our stars! For the month of May cut out four (4) 7”x 9”
pieces of modern colorful print fabric for each block you intend
to make. Bring only three (3) pieces 7”x 9” of that fabric per
block to the May guild meeting. If you are making two (2)
challenge blocks then you can bring six (6) pieces of the same
fabric 7” x 9” and so on for additional blocks. For the May
guild meeting pin these blocks to your left shoulder when you
see other members who are participating introduce yourselves
and make a fabric exchange of one (1) 7”x 9”per block. When
you get the new fabrics pin them to your right shoulder
indicating the fabrics you intend to keep. If by chance you are
unable to make it to the May guild meeting and would like to
participate in making this block please do but you will need four
different modern print fabrics for each block you make.
Questions give us a call!

Use 100% cotton fabric and sew with 1/4” seams.
Cut one each from four different colorful modern
prints 5 3/4” x 7 3/4”

Wild Friendship Star

12 1/2” Unfinished Block
Sew next section (A) with right sides facing to sewn
edge and stitch all the way down as pictured. Section
A should hang over 1/4” on bottom edge.

From solid black cut (4) four 3” x 3” squares
From white or white on white cut (1) one 3” x
3”squares
Draw a diagonal line on each of the four 3” x 3”
black squares

Place the 3’ X 3” black square on the top left side
of each of the modern prints as pictured and sew
on the diagonal line and trim.
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Fold white 3’X 3” square in half and finger press to
mark the center (line represents pressed mark of
fabric) sew from pressed line in the center to the
edge of fabric on on of section A and press open.

Trim off all
extended edges

Sew to edge
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Side Up

Sew the last remaining section A to the block then sew
the remaining seam from the first section sewn. Trim
1/4” extended edges to give you a 12 1/2” unfinished
block.

